**L3703 LETHAL WEAPON 3 (USA, 1992)**
(Other titles: Arma lethale 3; Arme fatale 3; Brennpunkt L.A.; Zabojcza bron 3)

**Credits:** director, Richard Donner ; writers, Jeffrey Boam, Robert Mark Kamen.
**Cast:** Mel Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci, Rene Russo.
**Summary:** Police thriller set in contemporary Los Angeles. Detectives Riggs (Gibson) and Murtaugh (Glover) foil a bank robbery in which the criminals are armed with police weapons and armor piercing 'cop killer' bullets. Their investigation leads to a vicious ex-cop dealing in stolen police guns. The Internal Affairs Dept. is already on the case, and resents the interference of Riggs and Murtaugh.
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